Simultaneous enantiospecific recognition of several β-blocker enantiomers using molecularly imprinted polymer-based electrochemical sensor.
The development of a chiral electrochemical sensor using an electrogenerated molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP)-based ultrathin film using R(+)-atenolol (ATNL) as a template was reported. The proposed sensor exhibited distinctive enantiospecific oxidation peaks toward the R-antipodes of four β-blocker representatives and additional oxidation peaks common to both enantiomers of each studied β-blocker, allowing thus the simultaneous analysis of all of their enantiomers in a single analysis. The specific preconditioning of the polymer by alternative exposure to aqueous and nonaqueous medium was proven to be essential for the chiral recognition ability of the obtained sensor. The rebinding property of the MIP film was studied by using a well-known redox probe, a change in the morphology and diffusive permeability of the thin polymeric layer in the presence of its template being observed. The applicability of the optimized analytical procedure was demonstrated by the analysis of ATNL's enantiomers in the range of 1.88 × 10(-7)-1.88 × 10(-5) mol/L. The developed polymeric interface is the first reported transductor of a chiral electrochemical sensor able to exhibit simultaneous enantiospecificity toward several β-blocker representatives extensively used in the pharmaceutical and biomedical fields, offering good prospects in the simple, cost-effective, and fast assessment of their enantiomeric ratio and total concentration.